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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this paper is to carry out study on techniques which are involve in real time
traffic monitoring that deals with handling network load or congestion and to manage user profile
dynamically in mobile data networks. Various algorithms as defined and used in the study of
previous investigators have been reviewed and analyzed and a tabulated summary work have been
carried out. In this paper, the focus will be more on providing better Quality of service (QoS) by
using dynamic profile management that ensures user Quality of Experience (QoE) for a particular
subscription and service type. It will covers how the congestion impacts QoE and how operators can
use the standard QoS and policy management to ease network congestion and provide higher service
quality. Avoiding network congestion or load balancing is not in the scope of this paper rather to
provide better QoS and QoE when there is congestion in the network.
Keywords: Dynamic Profile Management, QoS, QoE, Real Time Traffic, congestion, etc
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Mobile Broadband Network will get congested time to time as the network traffic increases
during peak hour and it affected End user’s Quality of Service (QoS). Today’s Networks are
expected to provide High Quality of Service at any cost and it is the top most concerned area of all
mobile operators. Bringing new hardware or over provisioning network is not feasible and preferred
solution in meeting Service Level Agreements (SLAs) as contracted by the providers. Since
networks resources are limited, expensive and shared among various users and services, a positive
end user quality of service can be obtained by efficient utilization of available network resources,
adapting bandwidth allocation and management of user profile dynamically.
1.2 Real time traffic monitoring involves recording and analysis of network traffic in real time.
Network traffic can be analyzed based on network capacity and congestion load.
1.3 Dynamic Profile management will play an important role in improving QoS in mobile
broadband networks. User’s Profile will get manage dynamically when there is congestion in the
network. Network will be monitored continuously to check for any network congestion.
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Dynamic Profile management is the process of applying operator-defined policy rules for network
use and resource allocation. It includes policy or Profile enforcement processes. Profile enforcement
involves detection of service data flow, analysis of network traffic and applies QoS (policy) rules to
individual service data flows.
Dynamic Profile management is critical in following three closely-related areas:
Limiting network congestion
Enhancing service quality
Monetizing services
2. RELATED WORK
2.1 Force-based Load Balancing in co-located UMTS/GSM Networks.
Andreas Pillekeit, Fariborz Derakhshan, Enrico Jugl, & Andreas Mitschele-Thiel focuses on
intelligent algorithms to decide the balancing of the load between the different radio technologies.
The algorithm used in their paper was based on the approach previously employed to balance the
load of distributed computing systems. They have used simulation tool for the evaluation of
algorithm in mobile networks that uses simulation parameters. Force based CRRM algorithm was
being used that proved very robust with respect to changes of the parameters. The solution was
connected mode based [1].
2.2 Traffic Steering and Service Continuity in GSM-WCDMA Seamless networks
D. Truina & A. Furuskar have worked on GSM-WCDMA networks and focuses on how best GSM
& WCDMA take advantage of each other. Handover between 2G & 3G networks requires efficient
mechanisms for traffic management between them and support for service continuity at the time of
system changeover. They have targeted voice service for service continuity and introduce load
balancing solutions based on voice. Their study is idle mode centric [2].
2.3 Policy Refinement for DiffServ Qaulity of Services Management, Integrated Network
Management.
A. Bandara, E. Lupu, A. Russo, N. Dulay, M. Sloman, P. Flegkas, M. Charalambides & G. Pavlou
shows how to apply Policy refinement to the domain of DiffServ QoS management. In their study
they have shown how policy can be refined and what tool support can be provided for the refinement
process using examples from QoS management domain. They have used diffServ QOS modeling
algorithm that uses Goal Elaboration & Abductive reasoning [3].
2.4 The Simulation of static Load Balancing Algorithms.
Hendra Rahmawan & Yudi Satria Gondokaryono has worked on simulation of static load balancing
algorithms. Four static load balancing algorithms were simulated and their performances were
compared. CPU, Memory and hard disk I/O were the load indices used. There were no performance
penalties for Handovers. They have used round robin, randomized, central manager and threshold
algorithm to carried out their work and found that central Manager algorithm is the best static load
balancing algorithm that gives fastest execution time on the other hand both Central Manager and
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Threshold algorithm are found to be the best static load balancing algorithm that able to balance
loads well [4].
2.5 Traffic Load Balance Methods in the LTE-Advanced System with Carrier Aggregation.
Lei Zhang, Fei Liu, Lin Huang and Wenbo Wang in their paper have proposed two traffic load
balance methods to improve the performance of the independent carrier scheduling (ICS) scheme in
carrier aggregation based LTE advanced system with time variant user population. One was to utilize
advanced user allocation rules and the other was a novel method which couples the component
carriers (CCs) together in the scenario that the CCs are in the different working states. Simulation
results showed that well designed user allocation rules can achieve better traffic load balance across
the CCs than the simplest random allocation rule [5].
2.6 Potential of intra-LTE, intra-frequency load balancing.
Siegfried Klein, Ingo Karla & Edgar Kuehn compares different load balancing mechanisms and their
combinations in respect to their performance. Their investigation was focused on three load
balancing mechanism: handover parameter adaptation, antenna till adaptation and inter cell
interference coordination. Simulation results showed that used techniques are complementary ,
Handover parameter variations and antenna tilt adaptation excel for overloaded cells In low and
medium load environments, while inter cell interference coordination significantly improves the
performance especially in high load environments [6].
2.7 Optimization of a Fuzzy Logic Controller for Handover-based Load Balancing.
P. Munoz, R. Barco, I. de la Bandera, M. Toril and S. Luna-Ramırez have worked on cost effective
solution to increase network capacity. They were looking for fine tuning of handover parameters to
achieve cell load balance in GSM-EDGE Radio Access Network (GERAN). They optimized Fuzzy
Logic Controller (FLC) that significantly reduce the call blocking and provides good performance
and usability. The optimized logic has been tested via MATLAB using Fuzzy Q Learning algorithm
[7].
2.8 Enhanced Resource Sharing Strategies for LTE Picocells with Heterogenous Traffic Loads.
Veronique Capdevielle, Afef Feki and Elias Temer addresses the problem of spectrum sharing for
LTE Pico cells(PCs) networks with heterogeneous traffic loads and enhanced resource sharing
strategies. It was an innovative approach for spectrum sharing. Resources are selected and updated
by each PC in an autonomous way. The need was to optimize the overall throughput and to responds
to the real traffic requirements [8].
2.9 Analysis of Isuses with Load Balancing Algorithms in Hosted (Cloud) Environments.
Branko Radojevic, Mario Zagar covers the analysis of detected issues with load balancing algorithms
in hosted (cloud) environments. They found that it is not enough to provide information from
networking part of the computer system or from external load balancer to provide valuable
information and influence the decision making of a load balancer. They have designed a new
algorithm that incorporates information from virtualized computer environments and end user
experience in order to be able to proactively influence load balancing decisions or reactively change
decision in handing critical situations [9].
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Table 1: Summary of various traffic load balancing and policy management solutions
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2.10 Load Balancing between TD-SCDMA and GSM Systems with Asymmetric Traffics.
Liang Lei, Aiping Huang, Cunqing Hua1, Zhouyun Wu, Jun Qian, Liang Shen, Xinwei Chen &
Yusheng Zhang together investigated load balancing between heterogeneous TD-SCDMA and GSM
systems with asymmetric traffics. They have done analysis on trigger condition of handoff operation,
the traffic volume to be migrated and the criteria of selecting users to be migrated for each case.
Handoff balancing algorithm was being used that prioritize when and how to move UE via interRAT [10].
2.11 Joint Optimization on Load Balancing and Network Load in 3GPP LTE Multi-cell
Networks.
Zhihang Li, Hao Wang, Zhiwen Pan, Nan Liu and Xiaohu You investigated load balancing and
network load minimization of 3GPP LTE multicell networks. Firstly, the problem was formulated to
be a multi-optimization problem, and then complexity and overhead of the optimal solution of the
problem had been analyzed. After that, a practical and low-overhead algorithm, NLMLB was
proposed which includes a handover decision process and a call admission control process. NLMLB
is Network Load Minimization with Load Balancing Algorithm. Simulation results showed that
NLMLB algorithm can effectively decrease the new call blocking rate, reduce network resource
occupation and increase the network bandwidth efficiency [11].
CONCLUSION
This paper has provided a more current evaluation and update of real time traffic monitoring and
load balancing techniques available. Extensive literature has been reviewed based on monitoring
parameters like real time traffic, congestion avoidance, load balancing and QoS management. This
paper has also reported the summaries of all previous related work in a tabulated format and for each
work, key omissions and scope of future work have been identified to address key policy aspects.
This paper identifying the related issues and their solution regarding how to improve end user QoS
during network congestion by adapting network bandwidth and manages user profile dynamically.
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